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CHAPIN I

K TAD DUCK OS

CHAPTLH X

INTiiGDUCTIOtf

The twentieth century has been oh&ractorized by strid¬
ing changes in methods cf education*

Instruction in the

basic disciplines gave way early to extreme "permissiveness”*

idacational methodology, now, seems to be moving

toward a mid-point between these two extremes, combining
what many educators deem to b© the best features of both*
The trend towards ma38 education ana acceptance of the con¬
cept of equality cf opportunity in education have resulted
in school curricula tailored for tne Interests of ell
rather than for just tho college-bound*
An outstanding development has been the use in the
classroom of tho now media of instruction;
motion picture films,

these include

television, filmstrips, slides, pro-

jectuals, pictorial illustrations, radio, recordings,
graphic materials, three dimensional objects and teaching
machines.

The effectivenoss of thee© media has been tested

and evaluates in approximately 2$'oQ research studies since
1919*

y.ost of the studies are concerned with motion pic¬

tures and television — tho most expensive -- whereas the
effectiveness of the inexpensive media, such as posters and
elJdes, has received comparatively littlo attention.
Among the newer and untested media i3 tho prcjsctual

3

and the overhead projector*

School administrators and ex¬

perimenting teachers are attracted hr the teaching possi¬
bilities inherent in the use of this device end technique
of presentation:
1.

The teacher can present her own work*
No apodal skills are reouired to operate the projector*
Any member of the
class can use the projector to work out
a problem or offer a suggestion.

2.

Tho projector ie positioned in front of the
class •
The teacher alv*ays faces the class,
maintaining eye contact at ell tines.
Hie teacher cen observe reactions and
adjust the presentation accordingly*

3*

Bright image* are projected in fully-lighted
rooms •
There is no need to rierkon the roore with
tb© resultant effect that that has on
class alertness*
The pupils and the
teacher arc fully visible to each other,
at all tines.
It ie not nocesearv to
keep an Image on the screen, or to turn
the lights on and off, as with projec¬
tion In a darkened room*

4*

The projector allows the teacher great flexi¬
bility in the manner cf presentation.
The teacher can draw or write directly
on the stag© of the projector In much the
same way that she would use the chalk
board#
The teacher can project trans¬
parent objects, animated devices, cr
fluids.
Tho teacher can use slides cr
projectuals composed of sheets of film,
unmasking them for progressive disclosure,
or building them up to font composite
Images•

5*

Effective projectuals can be heno-made or
locally-producsd#
Tho large size, 7&” x 10*', simplifies the
preparation of art work.
In many casos,
photographic reduction of original art

work ia not necessary for making pi*ojectuala direotly.
Rudimentary art skills
can produce dramatic, professional looking proJactuals.
Color can be used ef¬
fectively and economically.
The pro¬
jection of large, simply drawn illustra¬
tions guarantees readability and understanding anywhere in the classroom.

Yet there are few experimental studies tc support or
dispute the claims of tne anthUBiasts advocating the use of
the overhead projector in the classroom.
The inherent values of any new media lie net in the
machines themselves but in the programs that are designed
to be used with them.

The methods of teaching and the in¬

troduction of visual materials must be integrated with the
regular subject matter presentation in order to gain the
greatest advantage from a particular visual tool.
The haphazard showing of a motion picture, for example
has limited value na a stimulus to learning.

Yet, if the

teacher previews the film, alerts the class as to what to
lock for,

integrates the new information into the subject

matter currently being studied, shows the movie unaor op¬
timum viewing conditions, discusses the ouoject matter, and
teats th© group for undare landing,

then considerable in¬

structional value is obtained fr;m the material being used.
The same approach ia recomnended for using any visual

1

•Witticn, Walter, and Fowlkes, John, Audio-Virus:
Paths to Learning, Harper, Sew York, 1%6, pp. £v-3u*

materials in the classroom.
It is the purpose of this paper first to review the
limited studies and literature leading to the use of projectual slides; secondly,

to make recommendations as to the

need for further research in this area;

thirdly, to report

on a research study conducted on the use of overhead pro¬
jection slides in teaching basic geographical concepts.
This report will deal primarily with projeetad visual
materials - their development, value, and effective use in
the classroom as contrasted with other techniques of teach¬
ing.

Hoferonce is made to the eerly use of non-proJeeted

visual materials only to provide background for this study.
Historical Use of the Cverhead Projector
Weber in his classic studies in 1921^ demonstrated
that learning and retention wei-© improved markedly through
th© use of picture© in classroom instruction,

bellowing

the publication of this report. Interest in this subject
matter became heightened,

desoarch into the value of pic-

tori eiIsation and visualization in the classroom was inten¬
sified.
Rulon's Study (1933) included an evaluation of long
time retention also.

Z

His findings Indicated that students

‘Weber, Joseph, Comparative Effectiveness of Some

Visual Aids in deventh l}ra(fe Instruction, Columbia

Diversity,

1921.

'

not only learned faster from films but also retained more
information longerSmith (1949) replicated this study
and added the fact that persons of high Intelligence
learned more from films than those of medium or low intel¬
ligence.^

3randt (19455 through the study of eye movements

and fixations recommendod the placement of important date
c

'

in the loft-center of an illustration.^
Ash demonstrated that training could be accelerated
through extended use of films and pictorial presentations
without less of learning.^
Instructional techniques wore refined and adapted for
us© with the new visual media.

Wittich and Fowlkes in

their experiments proved that teacher introductions to
films produced more significant increases in learning from
such films than if they were shown without introduction or

3 Rulon, Philip J*, rne hound Motion Picture in
3c i enca Teaching. H a rv arc't n i ve rsi ty ¥• r e s a , Camoridge »

TS3TT? TIT.-

Smith, Herbert A., "The Relationship Between Intel¬
ligence and the Learning Which .Results from the Use of
:ducatienal Sound Motion Pictures," Journal of Kducational
research, 43?
241-44# 1949.
^•Brandt, Kerman ?.f "The Psychology of Seeing",
Philosophical Library. 1949, ?• 5.
k#Ash, Philip,
Relative Kffectiveness of Massed
Versus spaced »llm Presentation", Technical Report 3DC
265-7-31 Special Devices Center, l9"!*9, p. 79.

class preparation.^

Hie University of Illinois compiled an

impressive review of studies testifying to the value of us¬
ing pictures and graphic aids in stimulating interest in
learning on the part of students.^

The inclusion cf motiva¬

tion and partlcipation questions in visual presentations
showed superior informational gains according to a study con¬
ducted by Yale University.^

The significant work of Spaulding

on the use of visuels in classroom presentations added to the
mounting evidence testifying to the increased learning and
retention possible through tho visual approach.^
Despite the research evidence supporting the use of
visual presentations, teachers were slow tc use anything
more than the most rudimentary techniques.
sic reasons for this apathy given were:

Some of the ba¬

lack of familiar¬

ity with tho complex equipment (especially motion picture
projectors); need for special room-darkening focilities;
scheduling difficulties; expense of materials and equipment;

^•Wittich and Fowlkes, op. clt., pp. 29-30.
^•University of Ill ncis, Division of Commonications,
"how Pictures and Graphs Aid Learning From Prints:
A Heview of the Research Evidence”, University of Illinois,
1952, p. 29.
9.y*lo University Motion Picture Research Projeot,
”Do Motivation and Participation Questions Increase Learn¬
ing?", Education Screen.
256, 1947.
^•Spaulding, Seth, "Comenunication Potential of Pic¬
torial Illustration”, Audio-Visual Communication iioview,
4*
31-46, 1956.
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lack of teacher training In the construction and use of
visuals of all kinds; and, of course,

the built-in Inertia

In our educational system.
One of the newest projection devices, the overhead
projector, has provided c solution to many of the problems
liatod above.

It seems to have unusual advantages.

It is

simple and easy to use and accepted by even those teachers
averse to any mechanical devices in the classroom.

It c&n

bo operated in a normally-lighted classroom without need
for special room-darkening facilities.

Hie permanent in¬

stallation of the overhead projector in the classroom ob¬
viates the need of moving the unit from room to room and
scheduling its uso.

The cost of projectuals^ used with

the projector can be adjusted to the budget of the indi¬
vidual school system.

Teachers, with a minimum of instruc¬

tion, are able to conceive and construct their own visual
materials adapted

to thoir own method of presentation.

Most important of ell,

the teacher takes en active part in

the visual presentation.

The teacher can control the rate

of presentation, adjusting the pace according to the "feed¬
back” or reaction of the class.

This is possible because

the teacher can maintain eye-contact with the pupils during
the use of the projector.

The presentation can be adjusted

^■•’Vrojectual” is a new terra denoting a large slide
or transparency used on the overhead projector.
Its si?.©
varies, but the most common alee is 8” x 10”.

<

9

to neet the response of the vioworsi

the sequence of

Glides can bo altered, and previously-viewed slides can be
shown without delay or inconvenience.

The teachev has com¬

plete control ever the presentation.
The first use of tho overhead projector was for the
purpose of projecting bowling scores.
Coast in the 193'-*«•

This was on the West

World War II saw its use extended to

the classrooms of the various training centers of tho aimed
services.

Although its popularity with the service person¬

nel continued to increase even after the Korean bar, its
acceptance by private industry and by education was ex¬
tremely slow.

The pasGQo of the National defense Iduca-

tion Act in 195^,

together with the aggressive sales efforts

of dealers in overhead projectors, have stimulated an ever
increasing interest in tho various uses of tho "overhead*
in tho school room.
Hie arooa services, with a tremendous training and
education task to perform# applied the findings of many
basic research studies in developing their use of the over¬
head projector.
A number of educators have recognized these advantages
of the overhead projector and have altered their methods of
presentation accordingly.
Blase* at fcowton nigh School found the overhead pro¬
jector an integral part of his application of the Trump

10

I l&n for large group presentation.

12

HcQowan, at the

Archbishop Stepinac Cchool in White ilaina, reported that
his pupils appreciated being able, finally, to ace labora¬
tory experiments — all of thorn performed on the overhead.^3
Instructors at West *oint, which has an unusual ratio of
instructors to students in its academic program — 11 to 15
students per class, recommended highly the use of the over¬
head and other visual media in its presentation of mate¬
rial.^
Some research studies were conducted on the effective¬
ness of the overhead projector.

They confirmed its enthu¬

siastic acceptance by the teachers and schools noted above.
Noely, working on a National Science foundation grant at
Kansas State University, found little increase in retention
or learning through the use of the projector in teaching
Geometric Cons true tione to college groups. ^*5

He noted a

^•Bissex, Henry, "How Overhead Projection Aids Large
Group Instruction", Educational Screen, 37:
230-1, Bay

1958.
■^•t’cGowan, Hevorand Laurence J., Applications of the
Overhead Projector to the Teaching of cfcoml'slry /ArchVlaKop
biepinac High School, Wnlie Plain's, Yew" York, p, 19.
^•Keeley, Captain John B., nAV at West Point", hducaticnal Screen and Audio-Visual Guide, October I960,

pFTWT-T.Neely, H.
Design & Development of Transparent
Overlay Visual Aids for Teaching Boblc Principles or Sn-""
>dneering jrr'apVi'ca/ Sana'a's '^tate University, T^anhattan,
Kansas, “SsP, Grant 09291, p. 46.
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narked ir.provcmant In teaching methods and classroom efficiency.
Chance, working in a similar subject area, also re¬
ported little improvement in recall but improvement in stu¬
dent attentiveness, more professions! presentstion, more
time for student participation in claEswcrk.^
Church, in a progress report of a current study,
stated that the use cf the overhead projector in teaching
Junior hiph school mathematics and science resulted In an
increase In the amount end rate of learning*

Further, more

subject matter was presented per unit of time than through
c env on ticnal notooria• * ^
Little has been done on the elementary level to test
the effectiveness cf teaching with the overhead.

Lalimo

has described its use,with the team-teaching approach at
iicrwalk, Connecticut.

But no formal evaluation, as yet,

is available.'*'
heed for

teseerch in the Use of the Overhead Projector

The overhead projector is gradually gaining acceptance

16

#Chance, Clayton W.f Experimentation in Acapfclcn of
the C verhe&d Projector in Teaching Kn/lrioerYnff toscrlptlvs
Geometry''ffur’ric'uls. report ores on ted at iff A Convention,
IpriT
Church, John G., A btudy of the Lffectivenesa of
Co muni cations Media ini mprovi ng 'be 1 ehe e and~ jfc'aVnema t i cs
ins true ii on, unpubli shed report, A lb any,
o w YorV, 1^61.
^■''•Lalime, A., "Teamwork Produces Audio-Visual Tech¬
niques", Grade Teacher, 77J
55-72, June I960.
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as a teaching tool in American education*

At the 1962 con¬

ference of the National Association of Secondary School
Principals held in Atlantic City,
played their models of projectors*

ten manufacturers dis¬
The numerous suppliers

of proJectuals'received many requests for information and
materials.

These some suppliers received only passing no¬

tice as recently as two years ago*

Teachers and adminis¬

trators are entering this area of visual presentation, un¬
fortunately, with little regard as to how it can best be
adapted to their peculiar teaching needs and methods.
projector io most often ueod in rudimentary fashion.

The
Its

full potential as a device for improving learning is not
explored.
Alien recently deplored the emphasis of research on
testing the effectiveness cf television, teaching machines,
and language laboratories at the expense of the tools more
directly subject to the control of the individual teacher*
He asserted more emphasis should bo placed on testing the
learning and retention possible through the use of inex¬
pensive, locally-prepared materials auch as bulletin
boards, flat pictures, slides, and displays.

Included in

this list was the use of the overhead projector and the
making of proJactuals.^

Allen, William K*, "dee©arch on Film iiae", AudioVisual Communication Review, Summer 1955*
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Most teachers give verbal support tc the instructional
value of pictures in the classroom, but their methods cf
teaching do not reflect © strong conviction on this matter;
nor is there a guarantee that visuals will add to most
learning situations*

Each subject, every teaching unit,

calls for different methods of illustration.

Only through

systematic research eon these be identified and certain
basic principles determined.
Tho reports of users cf the cverheed are filled with
enthusiasm.

Hansen, teaching introductory material on

sets and Venn diagrams in his mathematics classes in Min¬
neapolis, believes implicitly in the value of the "overhead”
because cf the multisenaory approach to communicating those
abstract concepts.^

Kirs t- grad era in the Marlboro

:le-

mentary School In Maryland learned the principles of ,ood
art through drawing on the overhead, according to their
teachers.21

Such observations, however, failed to measure

the actual improvement in learning.

Nor did they guarantee

that students in Little Hock or Ttooton will achieve tho
same results.
Careful systematic studies are needed in all the

^•Hansen, V.
"Kew Uses for the Overhead Pro¬
jector", The Mathematics Teacher, 53?
4^7-9, p. 60.
21.nyrs# Burrough’s Magic Pancll", Audio-Visual In¬
struction, Vol. 7* ho. Up PP* 222-2}, April 1962.

11*

subject areas to determine where and how the overhead pro¬
jector can be used for maximum effectiveness In visually
communicating ideas and concepts.

The nest recent report

of research projects under Titie VII of the national hefenso Education Act described thirty-six studies - none
concerned with overhead pro Joe tion.

P?

'Hi is study is de¬

signed to help fill that need h;-* analyzing a single teach¬
ing concept, and through careful observation and measure¬
ment,

to test for one specific advantage in the use of the
♦

overhead projector - namely clarity and simplicity of image
presented to the student*

The study will try to determine

if simple, uncluttered, locally-proluced, colored projectaais can be as instructive as commercially prepared visual
materials.
tages,

It will not consider the other possible advan¬

such as provision for discussions, ;icr will it «rLue

the pros end cons of school-made materials versus
commercially-prepared materials.

Comparative costs and

storage of materials v/ere not considered end are net a
part cf this study.
urposes and Objectives of the desearch Study
In determining a subject area that would lend itself
to an objective study of the use of overhead projection,

2?

VSewa and deports:
Title VII-New Educational Kadi a,
U. 3. department or Health, ’Education and E‘alfare, <:ffVce
of Education, July 1962.

1

*
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several criteria were kept in mind:

(1*)

The subject nat¬

ter should lend itself readily to visualization;

th© con¬

cepts should not be too abstract and should be understand¬
able at an elementary level*

(2.)

A comparison should be

mad© with current teaching techniques, if possible using
visuels in some form*

(3*)

It should be an interesting

now area of research which would make a definite contribu¬
tion to the methodology of teaching.
Teaching a basic understanding of map© was chosen as
the area of study*

It fitted the criteria enumerated

above; also considered were its Implications for teaching
students Americas leading role in the world today.

Colby

describes the importance of map-teaching in the following
excerpt:
"decent times have witnessed the spread of
American operations into most parts of the world •••
We desperately need world knowledge which we do not
command.
In a search for knowledge old maps have
been studied, new maps made, and accurate information
sought as our government baa faced major decisions
with regard to foreign areas and international ques¬
tions.
In spit© of great effort and hug© expendi¬
tures wo are still geographically illiterate with
regard to much of the world.
’Kile ie an educational
challenge of the first magnitude.
The solution lies
in a vigorous study of geography at all levels of
education -- study illuminated and enriched by the
us© of more and better maps".23
Maps and globes are currently being used.

Each

Colby, C. C., and Cdell, C. H., "Successful Teach¬
ing With yaps", Denover-Geuport and Company, Chica o,
1954. p. 5.
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classroom is usually equipped with a portable globe and
on® or eaore wall maps, the detail varying with the grad®
level*

The value of theae devices in clearly portraying

the concepts for which they are designed is questionable.
The challenge ia mad® on the grounds that the wall mapa
and globe® are comparatively expensive*

Aa a result, there

ia a tendency to clutter them with type, colors, topo¬
graphic features, and symbols*

On the other hand, since

projectuals are inexpensive and can be locally-produced,
those aam map concepts could be set forth in a clearer,
simpler fashion*
The purpose of this study, therefore, is to compare
the effectiveness of locally-produced projectuals on the
overhead projector with a traditional and current, com*
raeroial wall map In teaching basic geographical concepts*
Selected for this purpose wcs Grass1 s Geographical Terms
Hap*

Several projectuals were constructed to present the

same information*
grade level*

It was decided to work on the fourth-

n

v

HA;5I5sa II

CUTLIiiS 0? P.iCCKilUilE

CHAPTEH II

OUTLINE CF PROCEDURE

The approach to this study, stated simply,was as
follows:
1.

Selection of basic geographical terms.

2.

Pre-testing fourth grade students to determine
their lovol of understanding and the equivalence
cf the groups.

3*

Presentation of a lessen illustrated in part by
wall map and in part by overhead projector.

4.

Post-tests.

5.

valuation.

Selection of Geographical Terms
A survey was made in four school systems tc determine
fcho nature cf basic geographical concepts taught tc young¬
sters on the fourth and fifth grade level.

Also studied

wore the recommendations of various leaders in the eroa cf
map studies.^-

As a result of this survey, & list of forty-

seven teriiia was selected (See Appendix).

Several of these

would b© familiar to the students, but the understanding of
most of thooa would represent a new level of achievement.

^•"Suggested sequence for Qlobe and Map Skills -Grades 1-6”, Service Publication ,*/Ma44» Denoyer-Geppert
Company, Chicago, January 1956.
"Maps, An Action Program", With World Sock Encyclo¬
pedia, SA 2064# Chicago, 1961.

The lesson was to be given in early March, 1962 as part of
the students*

regular program of study.

Preparation of Groups and Pre-testing
In the selection of groups of students, no attention
was given to their backgrounds, IQ*s, or other differences.
The only determination made was thoir prior knowledge of
the subject matter to be presented.

The reasons for this

will be explained in the Procedure.

A randomized approach

was used whereby the same students were presented parts of
the lesson illustrated by reference to the wall map and
other parts illustrated by projectuals.

By comparing the

scores of the groups on the individual parts of the test a
random sampling was achieved.

All groups were previously

exposed to the use of wall maps and tho overhead projector
to remove any bias as to the method used.

2or the same

reason, the teachers were fully instructed in the use of
the overhead, where instruction was necessary, and had
ample opportunity to present other material with the over¬
head projector, unrelated to this study,

to their classes.

The pre-test contained thirty-nine items, and it was
given just before tho start of the lesson.

The youngsters

required about fifteen minutes to complete the tost.

Each

item was a geographical term to be located in one of four
regions.

The following are & few of the items:

list in the Appendix, page 4&) •

(Complete

Mountain
Area

On or
riext to
the
Ocean

Surrounded
by or a
part of
Ocean

Dry,
.■-cocky
Land

rf
>•

butte

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

6.

hill

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

7.

bight

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

5

6.

mesa

{

)

(

)

(

)

9.

cape

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

passage

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

10.

/

)

There was no discussion of the results cl’ the prs-tost
with the class.

The teacher dll, however, use the pro-test

as a motivating device for capturing the interest of the
pupils for the lesson that followed immediately.
It should be noted there were four categories of re¬
sponses representing four groupings of terms.

These group¬

ings were important because it was by comparing the level
of achievement in each of these parts on the post-tests
that the relative offeetivenaee of tne projectuals and tne
wall maps was determined*

This is explained below.

Presentation of the Lesson and fre-Teat (A)
A twelve minute lesson defining and illustrating these
forty-seven basic geographical terns was prepared and taperecorded.

It was hoped that tape-recorcing the lesson

would minimize the teacher variable.

The presentation of

the lesson would not be affected by individual teacher*s

likea or dislikes of the subject matter,
civiced into four parts.

The lesson was

These divisions war© known to

the experimenter but were not obvious to the students boarli\£ the lessen.

fuo tape-recorded lessen was illustrated by either the
wall map or a specially constructed sot of overhead projac¬
tuals (slides) in a sequence determined by the experimenter
Tno wall map used was Crarf8 Geographical Terms,

"lie pro-

Jectuals were designed by the experimenter.

TABLE 1
AAKDOM Add! META iT C.? VI.

i d

ALd dCii 7Th :?C G1A M* I/GSSC H

pel r< six ThST-oacws

Part
droop

I

A

cn<*

B

111

IV

WM*

CH

WM

W ''

CH

WM

CH

C

CH

wn

r-

OH

xJ

WM

OB

CH

w y.

t?

CH

CH

w :

WM

t?

WH

WM

CH

c«

-*

11

w • <

«• CH signifies toe use of the 'overhee.i pro lector, end WM
airnifiec the use of the wall map in the various parte of
the test.
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A total of six groups or classes of fourth-grade

stucants took part In the study.

Table 1 indicates the

random assignment of visuals that was made for the fourpart lesson presented to the
Group A,

roups.

?or example, with

the first and third parts of the lesson on basic

geographic terms were illustrated by the use of visuals on
the overhead projector;

the second and fourth parts were

illustrated by reference to the wall nap.

This method of

visualization was reversed when the sane lesson was preson tod to Group 1.

When presented to Group C,

the first

and fourth parts were visualised on tho overhead projector
and the second and third parts by reference to the wall
map.

'Hits was reversed again for Group D.

Group h was

oxposed to the use of the overhead projector in i arts 1
and 11; and the wall map in Parts III and IV.

Group ?

again reversed the procedure.
hone of the six groups : ad the same order of vieuel
usage in trie presentation of the lesson.
sentation was the sane for each group.

The verbal pre¬
Tills arrangement

allowed for a comparison of offectivenoss of visual tech¬
niques within a group, as well as between groups.

The

identity of the parts was maintained throughout: - in the
pre-test,

tho lesson, and tho post-tests.

As a result.

Group A*s response to I art 1 could be compared with its
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response to Part IX or with Group B*s response to Pert I.
These comparisons could bo continued to determine any sig¬
nificant differences resulting from the use of the visual
material•
The regular classroom teacher conducted the lesson and
the testing.

After the pre-test,

the leaser* was introduced,

the tape-recorder started and the lesson begun (Joe Appen¬
dix for text of lesson).

With Group A,

the teacher pointed

out on the prcjectual each of the terms described in Part I.
As Part II started, the teacher turned off the projector,
drew down the wall map, and pointed out the areas described
on the wall map.

Each teacher had a script and rehearsed

the orcer of presentation before the class meeting.

The

teacher, for hart III, rolled up the wall map, and returned
to the projector.

Then back to the wall map for Part IV.

Tula procedure was followed, according to the assigned se¬
quence, for each of the six groups.
There was no discussion of the terras after the lesson
was completed.
Hultlple-Cholco Teat (3)
Immediately on completion of the lesson, a ferty-four
item multiple-choice test was given.

The test was again

divided into four parts, the divisions known only to the
experimenter.

Items such as the following were included:

(ice the Appendix for tae complete te3fc, p.
3.

A wiuo area of grassy land is called & (an)
(

) archipelago

(

(
10.

) fissure

(

) prairie

) peninsula

A highland is an area in
(

) a passage

(
(

15*

)•

) an atoll

(

) the mountains

) the prairie

A point of land Jutting into the ocean is sometimes called a (an)
(

27#

) isthmus

(

) cap©

(

) iceberg

(

) basin

An island made of coral is called a (an)
(

) archipelago
(

(

) atoll

(

) chasm

) lagoon

Map Test (C)
Two weeks after the lesson, a second pcet-toEt was
given#

This consisted of matching the numbers on two maps

with a list of the geographical terns#

The naps were sim¬

ilar to the ones used in th© lesson but, of course, were
not labelled except for the numbers.
maps and terns, p.

(See Appendix for

60).

,ost-Test (h)
Three wsoks after tho lesson, a final pcst-tost was
given to each group.

It was actually a repeat of the ini¬

tial test, the pre-test.

This was designed to measure any

change in the understanding of the terms using the same

toe ting instrument*
In summary,
each group:

(1)

there was a total of four tests given to
the rre-Teat (A),

of understanding of the terms;

to aeterrain© toe level

(2) the Immediate fost-Test

or Multiple-Jholoe Test (:3) to measure any immediate gain
in understanding of the terms and to note any variations
between parts and

roups;

later, a matching teat;
later — a repeat of the

(3) the

(h)

tap Test (C),

the rost-?ost (•},

ro-Test*

two weeks
three weeks

Throughout the lesson

end the testing, the results of each of the four parts
were no tod,

totaled, and the means for each compared*
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Pre-Test (A)
A multiple-definition test was given at the start of
the study to all participating students*

This was to deter¬

mine their knowledge of the forty-seven geographical terms
used in the experiment*

Fre-Test (A) was divided into four

r

parts as were the other three tests*
in each part was not equal*

The number of items

Therefore, there was a differ¬

ence in total responses and the means of these responses be¬
tween the various parts, even for the same individual*
Table 2 lists the items for each part in the pre-tests

TABLE 2
mmEH OF ITEtfS XV EACH PAST OF PRE-TEST (A)

Part

No* of Items

I

13

II

6

III

9

IV

7
Total

35

TABLE 3
COMPARISON Of MEANS OF THE POOR PARTS Hi PHE-TSST
(A) FOR ALL GROUPS

Group

N

I

II

III

IV

Table 3 compares the means of th© four part® for all
the six groups taking part in this experiment.

The average

response of Group A, typical of all the groups, was 7*7 >
2.4# 2.6, and 2.41 the sum of the me^ns for the four parts
was 15*20 compared with a perfect score of 35*

these

figures, it was evident that there wes some understanding
ox the terns being used but many of the terms were still
strange or unknown to the groups.
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The overhead projector and the wall r»ap were not used
yet*

The parts were Identified with this designation only

to detemine If the overhead and wall map sections were
equal in their basic understanding of the geographical
terms being used In the lesson*

Sot© In Table 3* that the

means of all groups in each part were quit© close for both
the overhead and wall map*

The greatest difference lies

in Part I with the Overhead group seeming to have an ad¬
vantage over the Wall Map group*
Table

on the page following, shows the moan and

standard deviation for each part of Pre-Xeat (A) for the
total groups exposed to the use of the overhead projector
and wall map during the presentation of the lesson*

The

total average response for Part I was wuch higher then for
the other parts, dealing as it does with more familiar
terms such as plain, prairie, lowland, mountains, hills.
Most groups had difficulty with Part III which considered
such terms ae bight, passage, archipelago, coral reef, bay,
gulf, strait, atoll and island.
There was no set pattern in the dispersion of scores
from tho mean.

The Overhead sections in Fart I averaged

7*94 with a standard deviation of 1.90; In the sane part,
tue Wall Map sections averaged lower, 6*18 but had a
greater dispersion, 2*30.

This relationship between the

mean and standard deviation held true in Parts II, III,

TH-S KSAH AUD STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH tAAT OF FitE-TEST (A) FOR WE TOTAL
aaCDFS EXPOSED 1C THE USE OF OVERHEAD PRCJECTXOK A HD TEE WALL MAP
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and IV.
Comparing the overall performance of the Overhead
group with tho Wall Map group, the experiment©!, or Overhead group had a alight, initial advantage, mainly due to
the effect of Part I.

This difference will have to be

taken into account when analysing the result® of the fol¬
lowing teats.
Multiple-Choice Teat (3)
The immediate post-teat, given directly after the leason, was multiple-choice.

Again the test was in four parts.

Table 5 shows the division of the total number of forty-four
items.

\

'

-----

Sote that the number of Items in each part varies.

-

-

•

.

"

-

. .

-

-

-.-.■

■

TABLE 5
HU Mass 0? ITS® IN EACH ?A3T OP PRK-T6S? (B)

Part

So. of Items

I

12
8

II
III

11

IV

13
Total

Mi

I—

^
Table 6 presents the means of the responses for eaeh
group In each part of the multiple-choice test*

For pur¬

poses of comparison there are three pair* of groups, and
the individuals in the pairs can be studied on that basis*
Group A can be compared to Group B, Group C tc Group D» and
/

Group E to Group P.

The experiment was set up to reverse

the methods of presentation in these groups to make this
analysis possible*

It can be seen that Group A scored a

mean of 7*56 In Part 1 with the use of the overhead as con¬
trasted with Group B«s 7*39 using the wall map.

Group C

with the overhead in Part III scored 7*61, barely exceed¬
ing Group D*a score of 7*60.

However, in Part IV, Group C

TABLE 6
COMPARISON OP KEANS OF THE PC OR PASTS IK MULTIPLECHOICE TEST (3) FOR ALL GROUPS

Group

U

Means
II

25

3.88

23

7.39

23

4.76

7.61

9.30

6.91

7.84

19

34

7.44

IV

5.74
5.04

23

III

3.53

7.05
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using the wall map outecored Group D and the overhead pro¬
jector 7*35 to 6*91*
This was one method of analysis.

It failed to provide

any clear-cut evidence in favor of either method of presen¬
tation.

Table 7» on the page following, indicates that the

mean of all OH responses when compared to the mean of all
WM responses for Parts I, II, III, IV failed to be statis¬
tically significant.

This was determined through the us©

of the Jt test and the analysis of variance.
In Part I, the Overhead group fell behind the Wall
Hap group 8.04 to 8.57.

This was interesting because the

Pre-Teat established that the Overhead group was initially
more familiar with these terms than was the Wall Hap group.
Cn the other hand. Part III showed the Overhead group ahead
of the Wall Hap group, and with a lower standard deviation;
yet. In the Pre-Test, this same group showed lees famili¬
arity with the terns than the Wall *fap group with a wider
dispersion of scores.
The total mean of the Overhead group for the total
test was 12.5? a* compared to 12.43 for the Wall Hap group.
The standard deviations indicated a greater concentration
of scores around the mean for the Overhead group than for
the Wall Hap group — a reveraal of the results on the pre¬
test.

The difference between the means of .14 failed to be

significantly different.
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Bfrp Test (C)

Two weeks after the lesson was presented and the
multiple-choice test was given, the groups were tested
again for recall and retention.

The method employed was

geographical area Identification, utilizing outline maps
and requiring the use of the same geographical terms.
This teat was also divided into four parts, unknown to
the children.

The total number of items and the division

of items in the various parts is shown in Tabic 0.

TABLK 6
mJMBiSH OF ITEMS IN EACH PART OF MAP TEST (C)

Part

Ko. of Items
V

I

7

II

7

III

11

IV

13
Total

38

Table 9, on the page following, summarises the results
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of this tost*

Hots that the groups changed their rankings

as far as total moans wars concerned*

In this test. Group

A scored lowest with a 12.08 while In the pre-test It
scored the highest*

Group I) with the highest score of 22.17

was at the bottom of the array in the pre-test but also the
highest in the multiple-choice test.
In comparing the means of the scores for each of the
parts in Table 10, which is shown on the page following
Table 9, it is evident that the Wall Hap groups fared bet¬
ter than did the Overhead Groups*

—

This wee true in Farts

TABLE 9

COMPAOCSOH 0? MBJUI3 OP TBS FOUR PARTS IS MAP TEST
(C) FOR ALL GROUPS
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II, III and IV*

Only In Fart I ware the results in favor

of the Overhead group — and then, the difference in the
means was .07*
The mean for the total Overhead group was 8.37 and
for the total Wall Map group it was 3.73.
tion* were 3*91 to 3*99.

Standard devia¬

Although the scores of this teat

favored the wall map, the differences were not (statisti¬
cally significant*

to determine this, the t test was used

as well as the analysis of variance.
Post-Teat (D)
The Multiple-Choice Test (3) and Map Test (C) produced
results that could very well reflect the effect of the in¬
strument or the type of test.

Attempting to control this,

a repeat ©f the Pre-Test (A) was given torse weeks after
the presentation of the lesson.

Table 11, on the page fol¬

lowing, compares the means of the four parts in Post-Teat
(D) for all groups.
In studying Table 11, It appears that the Overhead
group showed the greater gain.

Comparing Croups C and £,

for exan^le, the effective use of projectuals is shown
through all the parts.
Table 12, on the page following that on which Table 11
appears, indicates that the grand mean for the total Cver*
head group was 9.09 as contrasted with 7.89 for the Wall
Map group.

Tills difference of 1*20 was analysed.

The

TA3LS 11

COMPARISON CF MEANS C:.? IKK FOUR PARTS IN PCST-TK3?
(D) FCri ALL OriOUPS

critical ratio was computed to be 2.1*0*

The difference was

statistically significant at the %% level of confidence*
This aignlfleant difference must be interpreted with
caution since the Overhead groups had a higher score ini¬
tially on the pre-teet (7^05 to 6*39).

Employing the sta¬

tistical method of analysis of co-variance tc equate the
initial performance of the two groups* it was found that
the difference in the adjusted means was not statistically
significant*
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CGIiCLUSlCUS

Ms comparison Do twoan the overhead projector and
the wall map for teaching basic geographical concepts in
the classroom produced nc significant difference in learn¬
ing and retention*

There was little to suggest the supe¬

riority of the ono technique over the other.

Tuough neither

method shewed any superior!ty over the other, it is signif¬
icant that the locally-produced projoctuals provau to be as
effective as a large ccmnercinl wall map.

It is for future

studioe to determine if the comparative costs, ease of use,
local production of materials, and room lighting are fac¬
tors whien will predispose teachers to use the overhead
projector rather than the wall map for the teaching of gecgrepiiical concepts.
fills study did raise several quest ons:
1.

What other
tho groups
though the
beyond the

factors wore in foroe here to enable
to learn so well from wall maps even
map could not bo comfortably viewed
second row?

2.

Perhaps visuals (both wall map and overhead projectuala) playod no part in tho learning process.
Gould all the learning have been the result of
listening to the tape-recorded lesson?
Could the
pre-test coupled witn the tape recording have
proven to be the strong motivational device?

3.

Should the teacher have been given a more active
part In the ejeperiment?

43
U.

?ies a twalve-minuto lesson of sufficient len.etu
to proviso rcaasurabla difference® .Ln loam In,;
*»na retention?
hereaps & loro .or lessen, or a
ssrioa of lessens, ahouli be planned, wltn posttests conducted as Ion*; as a year later?

*?•

oes the Biz© cf toe pro up h&y« an\ effect on
learning ano retention in boto presantation
situations - use of the wall nap &U\I Q&#$ Cl tuO
cvorhead prolector?
Can pupils in a classroon,
seating fifty, lean, from a wall map or overhead
projector as well as pupils in a clBear on,
seating twenty?
v r are there differences?

?.:cse are questions that should be cons i fie red before
other exportRants of tnia t\ne are concuctec•
tc test lee min ■* and retention with visual
on in order to determine the

The efforts

tccls should re.

-Cist effective teaching tc

Is

for the various subject amss.
•There *nsy not nave bear,

arsons fra ted an increase in

learning and retention throu h the use cf the overhead
projector but there was enthusiastic acceptance cf the
"overhead" by both teachers and pupils.

With such hi 'h 1.in¬

terest and enthusiasm, it Is puazlin-; that no differences
were noticeable i n the data.

It is possible tuat the In¬

terest in the overhead projector carried over to the wall
ap presentation -- one sustained the other*,
Spain,

fuis sn.-peets,

that future tests should be conducted with separate

groups us In.,

separate visual tools rather than usin.

control and experimental

techniques with the same

the

4reuo.

AfPEUiaX

\
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Fred Pula
School of Education
University of Massachusetts

APPENDIX I
A

Research Study
Comparative Effectiveness of the Wallmap and the Overhead Projector
in Teaching Basic Geographical Terms
General Instructions for the Classroom Teacher
This study, as the title indicates,

is designed to determine

if the overhead projector is a more effective teaching tool than
the wallmap in teaching basic geographical terms.
involved in this study are the following:
the immediate post-test,

The major steps

the pre-test, the lesson,

and the follow-up post-test.

The pre-test is a simple multiple choice grouping of terms.
It should establish the level of understanding of the terms to
be used in the lesson.

The teacher should use it as an instruc¬

tional device to interest the pupils in the lesson.

It should

immediately precede the lesson and should take just a few minutes
to complete.

Specific items should not be discussed.

The attached transcript is the complete text of the lesson.
The lessen is tape-recorded.

It is the recorded voice that will

provide the verbal commentary in this lesson.

We recommend that

the teacher familiarize herself with this script before the class
presentation.

Each of the geographical terms defined should be

pointed out either on the wallmap or on the prcjectuals, depending
upon the method of illustration determined for each class.

The

order of presentation of.the projectuals is cued into the printed
script.
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The teachers working with projectuals should letter-in each
of the terms discussed, using the grease pencil on clear acetate.
At the end of each Part, the acetate sheet can be removed and
replaced with the printed sheet of geographical terms.

This picture

should remain on the screen for a short time in order for the pupils
to relate the terms to the area described.

The basic materials and

equipment in this experiment are:
1 Tape recorder lesson (speed 3 3/4')
1 Tape Recorder
1 Set of projectuals--designed and produced by F. Pula
1 Overhead projector and screen
1 Wallmap (Cramm's Geographical Terms)

The P°st-test contains a number of multiple-choice items.
It should be given immediately after the lessons, and before any
class discussion of the terms or the manner of presentation.

Pupils

should sign their names on the pre-test and post-test.

The follow-up post-test will be given about two weeks after
the lesson.

It will be a short matching test using map illustrations.

We appreciate the cooperation of the participating teachers.
hope that this study can be accomplished with a minimum disruption
of normal scheduled activities.

We
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APPENDIX II

"Geographical Terras" Lesson
Presentation Report
1.

School:_

2.

Address:_

3.

Teacher:_4.

5.

Is teacher experienced in use of overhead projector;_

Grade 4;_

basic projectuals;_complex projectuals;_use of
the grease pencil?_
6.

Were pupils exposed to use of the overhead projector prior
to test lesson_?

How many times?_.

Were

colored overlays used?_
7.

Method of presentation of text lesson-overhead (OH) or
wallraap (WT'):

Part
Part
Part
Part
8. Comments;
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Name:
School!
Date;

APPENDIX III
-_

Geographical Terms
Pre-Test (A) and Post-Test (D)
A number of geographical terms are listed below.

Place an X

in the space provided if the term is best located in one of the
following regions:
a.

Dry,

rocky land

b.

Mountain areas

c.

On or next to the ocean

d.

Surrounded by or a part of the ocean

The first four items have been answered for you to indicate
how this test is to be completed.
Dry, Rocky
Land

1.

iceberg

2.
X

delta

3.

oasis

4.

waterfall

5.

butte

6.

hill

7.

bight

8.

mesa

9.

cape

10.

passage

11.

highland

12.

archipelago

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Mountain
Areas

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

On or Next
to the Ocean
i

□
□
□

1_.

Surrounded
by or a part
of the ocean
r—i
1—i
□

□

□
□
□
□

pj

□

H
i_;

rn

n
__j

□

□

t—|

r—i

□

□

Dry, Rocky
Land
13.

chasm

14.

summit

15.

knoll

15.

coral reef

17.

headland

18.

arroyo

19.

ridge

20.

bay-

21.

gulf

22.

ravine

23.

gorge

24.

strait

25.

slope

26.

precipice

27.

beach

28.

point

29.

atoll

30.

glacier

31.

fissure

32.

escarpment

33.

peninsula

34.

peak

35.

isthmus

36.

island

37.

valley-

39.

pass

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Mountain
Areas

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
D
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

On or Next
to the Ocean

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Surrounded
by or a part
of the ocean

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
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APPENDIX IV

Script for Geographical Terms Presentation
Part I
Your work in Social Studies so far has
included some attention to maps.
There
will be more of this because it is im¬
portant to locate all of the areas,
places, and people that we will meet
in our future work.
Maps are necessary-whether we are trying to show someone how
to reach the nearest skating rink or
whether we are tracing the route covered
around the globe by the astronaut.
Col. Glenn.
Demonstrate with globe

Projectual #1

The earth as you know through the study
of the globe is made up of land and
water--this area land and the blue area
water.
If we were to take this globe
and cut it so that we could spread it
out, we could print or draw these lines
on a flat piece of paper.
This is exactly what was done here.
This is a part of this globe flattened
out and redrawn with heavier lines and
words so that everyone in the class
can see it.
You can see the water areas
and the land areas.
The picture maps
we will work with were drawn to illustra¬
te certain geographic features found on
all maps.
They include water areas, dry
land, and land receiving a good amount
of rainfall.

Overlay #1

Projectual #1
Overlay #2 (words)

The land area in this map is colored
green and therefore indicates that
there is plenty of rain and water.
Note the rivers,/ lakes,/ and ponds.
The land in this section is fairly
flat.
This part is marked prairie
which is level or gentle rolling
land covered with grass.
A similar
area but probably receiving more rainfall
is a plain.
Many of you have heard__the
word prairie before, and plain.Phis
area of land, marked lowland is exactly
that, low land, when compared to the
higher land right here.
These three terms describe land areas
that are similar. They are usually flat.

If you look around you outside, you
will notice that the land is not all
flat.
It is very irregular.
Map makers
try to show this unevenness by drawing
certain symbols^
Projectual #1
Overlay #3 (mask)

Let us look closely at this area and
identify the features shown.

Projectual #2

A very slight flat rise in the land
is shown here.
It is called a knoll.
A larger knoll, but smaller than a
mountain; is a hill; and where we have
several hills around the base or bottom
of mountains, these are identified as
foothills.
Mountains are large masses
of earth and rock, rising above the
common level of the surrounding land,
standing either alone or as one of a
group or range.
The mountains here
are very high or tall.
The tops are
peaks or summits.
Some of these are
so high that they have snow on them
all year round, even on their sides or
slopes .
A region with many mountains
is referred to as a highland; and the
upper part, the highest portion is
called a ridge.
These low regions
between the mountains are called
valleys.
This is where most people
live in mountainous country.
Food can
be grown here, cattle grazed on the
slopes of the hills and it's much easier
for the people to travel about.
I am
sure that you can name many mountains,
valleys, summits and hills discovered
in your own travels or studies in pre¬
vious lessons.

Projectual #2
Overlay #1 (words)

Part II
Projectual #1
Overlay ^4 (mask)

So much for the general land area.
Let
us consider those points where the
land meets or juts into the water.
Especially this spot.

Projectual #3

There are some special terms here with
which we should become familiar.
This
piece of land almost completely surround¬
ed by water is a peninsula, where it
narrows down to a neck or strip of
land connecting to this larger land
area we have an isthmus.
The very
tip here extending into the water
beyond the coastline is a cape-.
Many
of you have been to the beach and have
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Projectual #3

Overlay #1 (words)

actually been in salt water.
Did
you know that that area would be shown
on the nap as a coast line--this line
where the water meets the land? The
beach had fine sand that was wonderful
for making sand castles and forts.
Not
all the coastline has a sandy beach.
This headland is a high piece of
land jutting into the sea.
There is a
sharp drop here down to the water.
This
is a very steep slope called a cliff.
What do you suppose this would be here?
It looks like a small cape, or headland.
And so it is.
But there is a special
term for this small cape.
It is a point
of land.
Bo we see that there are special terms
for those areas of land that meet the
water; the peninsula, isthmus, cape,
coastline, beach, headland, cliff and
point.
Part III

Projectual #1

Projectual #1
Overlay #5 (words)

All the water here looks the same.
If
we had samples of the water from these
various areas we could not tell them
apart.
However, map makers have applied
special terms to bodies of water depend¬
ing upon how they meet the land.
The
largest body of water in the world is
the ocean.
There are five oceans and
I am sure you can name all of them. A
Body of water extending from the ocean
into the land is known as a gulf.
There
is one just south of the United States
called the Gulf of Mexico.
Now there
are other terms here dealing with water
partially surrounded by land.
This bay
is really a small gulf, isn't it? And
a bight is a bend or small bay between
two points of land./ Ocean-going vessels
are apt to be unloaded while in a very
small body of water that is almost com¬
pletely sheltered by land.
This body
of water is called a harbor.
So you can see that even though the water
may be the same as far as appearance, it
is called an ocean, a gulf, a bay, a
bight, or a harbor depending upon how
it meets the land.
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Projectual #1
no overlays

Overlay #6 (islands)

Here we see smaller areas of land
completely surrounded by water.
These
are islands.
The presence of islands
in the wafer give rise to other terms
that we should be familiar with.
Let's
give some attention to this area.
Some
islands are formed of soil and rock.

Overlay #7 (mask)
Projectual #4 (islands)

Projectual #4
Overlay #1 (words)

In fact they may be the tops of mountains
that are otherwise covered with water.
Other islands, especially in the South
Pacific are made from the shells of
ocean fish.
The shells cement them¬
selves together into a hard substancecoral.
Coral lying just below the
surface of the water is called a coral
reef.
An island formed from coral^ and
rising out of the sea is really an atoll.
It is usually horshoe-shaped or circular.
The body of water inside is a lagoon.
V/hen referring to a group of islands, we
speak of them as an archipelago.
These
are special terms for the water between
the islands, and between the islands and
the mainland. A passage is a route
between islands that can be travelled by
a boat.
A strait is a narrow body of
water connect ing" two larger bodies of
water.
This channel is a narrow stretch
of water separating two larger areas of
land.
It is obvious that water completely
surrounding the land creates conditions
that need to be identified.
That is the
reason for the use of these terms:
islands, coral reef, atoll, lagoon,
passage, strait, channel, and archipelago,
That's a hard word, isn't it?
Part IV

Projectual #5

This other map shows certain land fea¬
tures.
But it is a drier land--sandy
and in some instances very rocky.
This
is the desert.
It is relatively flat
and even, except where there may be a
slight separation of the rocks.
This
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overlay illustration
of each term.
overlay #1 (words)

Overlay #2
canyon and mountain

Overlay #3 (words)

overlay butte, mesa

fissure sometimes continues to grow
either through earthquakes or through
the action of water from an occasional
rain storm.
It becomes a deeper opening
in the rock or soil.
It becomes a chasm.
This chasm can be extended further by
running water until now it is an arroyo.
As the action of the water continues
through the years the arroyo is deepened
and widened to a ravine, a gorge, and
finally a canyon.
You all can name
one famous canyon, the 3rand Canyon.
You can see the canyons have steep sides
or cliffs; another term for this steep
side is precipice. As we go up higher
in this mountainous region, you will
note that the slope of the mountain is
not so steep.
This is an escarpment-a slope of a mountain, but not as steep
as a precipice.
There are breaks between
mountains that make it
?asier to travel
through them. A pass is such a narrow
gap or opening through a range of moun¬
tains.
As we pointed out earlier, some
of these mountains are So high that they
have snow on them the whole year round.
This snow is packed down so hard
that it is formed into a large mass of
ice called a glacier.
This river of
ice flows slowly down the slope of the
mountain and is gradually melted as a
result of the warmer temperatures.
We won't try to describe and learn all
the terms that are illustrated on this
map.
but it would be interesting to
note several others.
This high isolated
rocky hill rising from the desert floor
is a butte. Another high area, but much
larger and flatter on the top is the mesa
Note the steep sides and how it also
rises up from the surrounding lowlands.
Nov/ these are some of the more important
basic geographical terms that you will
be using when studying maps. When you
see these words or see the geographical
symbols or pictures, we hope that you
can quickly explain what they are.
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ProJeetu&Xs Used with the Overhead Projector
for Presenting the Basic Geographical Terras
i

The script for the geographical terms presentation in
the preceding section noted the use of five projectuals#
Copies are included here, printed in the same colors as
the originals.

To facilitate their binding in this book,

the cardboard frame on which all these films were mounted
was omitted#

The masks on Projectual 1 and 1-A were also

left out in order to make easier the viewing of these
films#
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GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS

Name:
School:
Date:

APPENDIX VII

Geographical Terms
Multiple-Choice Test
Indicate with an
1.

Flat,

2.

A

3.

(X)

the correct

lowland areas receiving
( ) mesas
(

side of a mountain
( )

(3)

answer
some rainfall are called
) plains ( ) lakes ( ) pastures

is called its
summit ( ) slope

(

)

strait

A wide area of grassy land is called a (an)
( ) archipelago
( ) fissure ( ) prairie ( )

(

)

peninsula

4.

If one climbed to the top of a mountain, he would be
( ) highland ( ) ridge ( ) summit (

5.

Which one

6.

At

7.

Of

of the

following,
(

8.

9.

10.

A high knoll

is

on its
) escarpment

following does not belong with the other three?
( ) prairie ( ) plain ( ) lowland ( ) ridge

the base of mountains we usually find
( ) glaciers ( ) harbors
the

pass

(

)

foothills

which is usually highest?
) bays ( ) hills ( ) mountains

sometimes called a
( ) coral reef ( )

hill

(

)

(

)

(

)

ridges

chasm

escarpment

(

)

glacier

An area between mountains where farms are usually
a (an)
( ) valley ( ) oasis ( ) slope (

found would be
) summit

A highland is an area in
( ) a passage
( ) an atoll

)

(

)

the mountains

(

11.

Which one of the following does not belong with the
( ) archipelago ( ) knoll ( ) island ( ) atoll

12.

The highest

point

on a mountain is called a (an)
( ) peak ( ) pass ( ) precipice

(

the prairie
other three?

)

escarpment

13.

A narrow strip of land connecting two larger pieces of
is called a (an)
( ) archipelago
( ) canal ( ) isthmus ( ) strait

land

14.

A very large body of water which reaches into the land is called a
( ) gulf ( ) lake ( ) canal ( ) harbor

15.

A point of land jutting into the ocean is sometimes called a
( ) isthmus ( ) a cape ( ) an iceberg ( ) a basin

(an)

16.

A beach is located on a
( ) ridge ( ) prairie

(

)

coastline

(

)

cliff

17.

An area of land nearly surrounded by water but connected to a
larger land by a narrow neck is called a (an)
( ) isthmus ( ) peninsula ( ) strait ( ) island

18.

You would expect to find which one of the following items on a
coastline
( ) bight ( ) prairie ( ) archi pelago ( ) plateau

19.

A small area of land jutting into the ocean is a
( ) headland ( ) fissure ( ) butte ( ) swamp

20.

A point

is a small
( ) harbor (

)

valley (

)

isthmus (

)

cape

21.

An area of land completely surrounded by water is called a (an)
( ) glacier ( ) iceberg ( ) island ( ) strait

22.

A narrow body of water separating two islands is a
( ) bight ( ) gorge ( ) channel ( ) bay

23.

The largest body of water is called a (an)
( ) bay ( ) gulf ( ) bight ( ) ocean

24.

The part of the ©cean which goes into the land is called a (an)
( ) lake ( ) isthmus ( ) strait ( ) bay

25.

An island is best described as ( ) the top of a mountain
( ) a floating body of land ( ) the top of an iceberg ( )
of a peninsula
)

coral reef

26.

A passage is very similar to a (
( ) isthmus

27.

An island made of coral is called a (an)
( ) chasm ( ) lagoon

28.

A portion of a body of water so protected as to be place of
safety for ships is a
( ) reservoir ( ) bay ( ) harbor ( )

(

)

(

)

atoll

a par„

(

archipelago

)

(

channel

)

atoll

strait

29.

A narrow strip of water which connects two large bodies of water
is called a
( ) brook ( ) glacier ( ) strait ( ) stream

30.

A small body of water almost completely surrounded by an island
is a
( ) bight ( ) straight ( ) lagoon ( ) lake

31.

An archipelago is a group of
( ) harbors

(

) mountains (

)

islands

(

)

rivers

^

/

32.

A rocky,
(

sandy lowland with little or no rainfall is a (an)
) meadow ( ) oasis ( ) desert ( ) pass

33.

A precipice is usually located in the
( ) lowlands ( ) foothills

34.

Which of the following does not really belong with the
( ) ravine ( ) chasm ( ) outie ( ) gorge

35.

A fissure could be mistaken for a very small
( ) chasm ( ) canyon ( ) precipice ( ) strait

36.

An opening between mountains is called a (
( ) delta ( ) mesa

37.

An escarpment
( ) canyon

33.

You would probably find a ravine near a
( ) gorge ( ) headland

39.

A flat-topped rocky hill located in desert country is a (
( ) mesa ( ) dune ( ) mountain

40.

An arroyo is smaller than a (
( ) precipice

41.

bard-pack ice and snow creeping down the side of a mountain
is called a ( ) mesa ( ) gulf ( ) volcano ( ) glacier

42.

A chasm often gets larger and then is called a (
( ) ravine ( ) isthmus ( ) butte

)

fissure

43.

a cliff is similar to a (
( ) bight ( ) coral reef

(

)

escarpment

(

)

precipice

44.

A canyon is usually deeper than a
( ) coral reef ( ) lagoon

(

)

)

river

is not as steep as a (

an

)

)

(

)

) mountains (

) glacier

hill

chasm (

(

(

atolls

other three?

) pass

) precipice

(• )

(

) atoll

) delta (

) gorge

ravine

(

)

(

)

)

fissure

knoll

cape
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Name:
APPErlDIX VIII

School?
Date:

Geographical Terms
Map Test

(C)

Please match the numbers on the maps with the following
terms.

There are more terms than there are numbers,

therefore,

some terns should be left blank.
Map Cne
hill

(

)

channel

(

)

archipelago

(

)

harbor

(

) prairie

mesa

(

)

peninsula

(

)

coastline

cape

(

)

bight

(

)

isthmus

cliff

(

)

beach

(

)

ridge

isiand

(

) point

(

) mountain

gulf

(

)

glacier

(

)

knoll

valley

(

)

canyon

(

)

atoll

(

)

ravine

(

) gorge

bay

Map Two
butte

(

)

fissure

(

) bight

(

) precipice

arroyo

(

) desert

(

)

canyon

) mesa

(

)

passage

peak

(

escarpment

(

)

archipelago

MAP

ONE

MAP

TWO
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